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Focussed on “Crack Paths”
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ABSTRACT. Experimental tests were conducted on additive manufactured Ti6Al-4V titanium alloy to investigate the mechanical and crack properties
under multiaxial cyclic loading. Selective Laser Sintering technique (SLS) was
employed to fabricate four types of cylindrical hollow specimens. The
typology of each specimen is defined by the orientation of the layers and by
the application of a stress-relieving heat treatment after the production
process. Stress-strain cyclic curves of the materials were obtained to
investigate the material cyclic plastic behavior, that resulted independent of
specimen variety. Strain-controlled multiaxial low cycle fatigue tests under
proportional and non-proportional loading paths were carried out on the
specimens. Not heat-treated specimens exhibited a higher low cycle fatigue
resistance both for proportional and non-proportional loading. Drastic initial
softening was detected in the majority of the tests. Additional hardening was
detected in part of non-proportional tests, which is atypical for this alloy. The
mutual influence of applied load and microstructural characteristics on fatigue
life are finally discussed.
KEYWORDS. Additive manufacture; Titanium; Low cycle fatigue; Multiaxial
non-proportional loading.
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INTRODUCTION

I

n the recent years, additive manufacturing (AM) or 3D printing fabrication technique has been increasingly applied
for the production of a wide variety of mechanical components. The term additional manufacturing indicates the
fabrication of components through a subsequent deposition of layers created through the fusion of metal powders
[1,2]. Among the metals that can be fabricated with AM techniques, Ti-6Al-4V occupies a central position. Aero engines
turbine blades and medical prosthesis are the most representative examples of AM components made of this alloy.
Several additive manufacturing processes have been developed, each with advantages and disadvantages [3-5]. Powder bed
system is the most employed AM process and consists of using a laser or an electron beam to selectively melt the surface
of a powder-bed to create a cross sectional layer of the component. The process repeats itself until the creation of the
final component. Powder feed systems directly deposit powder on a surface allowing to create larger components or even
repair damaged parts. Finally, wire feed systems employ a wire of the desired material to build the component through
deposition of subsequent layers. High deposition rate and large volumes characterize this process which however cannot
be employed for complex geometries and requires more extensive machining after process than the other techniques.
Despite of the advantages of AM techniques, some weaknesses are also present: rough surface of the components,
presence of defects generated by trapped gas or lack of fusion, and residual stresses due to the repeated fusionsolidification phenomena involved during the fabrication. Mechanical or thermal post fabrication processes are therefore
necessary to optimize the material properties and fatigue performances. The multitude of process typologies and process
parameters that can be selected (laser thickness, laser speed, etc.) represents an issue for a correct and unambiguous
definition of the mechanical and fatigue properties of additively manufactured materials. In fact, several works on AM Ti6Al-4V evidenced that material structure and so mechanical properties are closely related to process parameters [6-9].
Martensitic (acicular) structure characterizes materials made with AM processes due to the rapid cooling rate in the
fabrication chamber. The static properties such as ultimate tensile strength, yield stress and elongation to failure have been
found comparable to those of the wrought titanium. The observed differences in such properties were due to the
anisotropy caused by the layer orientation of the tested specimens. Uniaxial fatigue properties have been also widely
investigated and the number of cycles to failure resulted dependent on the additive manufacturing technique and the post
process treatments [10-15]. The fatigue properties are comparable with the traditionally manufactured titanium depending
on the case. The determinant factors on fatigue strength are surface finish and presence of voids. Specimens with a rough
surface exhibited a shorter fatigue life for the majority of the cases. Cracks initiating from superficial voids leading to
fatigue failure have been also observed. [10].
Non-proportional loading occurs when the direction of the principal stress during the cycle changes and provokes a
reduction of failure life [16]. Although several works have been conducted on non-proportional loads applied to
traditionally manufactured materials, the investigations of fatigue behavior of AM metals under multiaxial nonproportional loading are still sparse. Some remarkable work conducted by Fatemi et al. discussed the results of nonproportional multiaxial stress-controlled tests conducted on heat-treated AM titanium with the same layer orientation [17].
The crack was found initiating from both surface and internal defects and the failure life could be evaluated with critical
plane models.
In this research, the mutual influence of layer orientation, stress-relieving heat treatment and voids on uniaxial and
multiaxial low cycle fatigue was analyzed. Four types of specimens characterized by a different orientation of the layers
and by the presence or absence of a post process stress-relieving heat treatment have been analyzed. The material
microstructure has been observed to investigate the influence of heat treatment and layer on the structure. The cyclic
curves of the materials have been obtained for each specimen to analyze the plastic cyclic behavior. Proportional and nonproportional strain paths have been applied to verify the dependence of both failure life and fracture mechanism on the
specimen variety. Softening and hardening curves and cracks have been finally discussed to verify the failure life
dependence and fracture mechanism depending on the specimen variety.

SPECIMENS

T

he specimens have been fabricated with the SLS (selective laser sintering) technique employing Ti-6Al-4V
powders. The types of specimens are four, depending on the layer orientation and the post process heat treatment
performed. The orientation of the specimen is defined horizontal (H) if the plane defined by the layer is parallel to
the specimen axis or vertical (V) if the plane defined by the layer is perpendicular to the specimen axis (Fig. 1). The post
process stress-relieving heat treatment has been performed on part of the samples at 800°C for 4 hours in argon
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atmosphere after the fabrication process. The nomenclature of the specimens indicates the fabrication direction (H, V)
and the presence (T) or absence (NT) of the post process heat treatment. The four varieties of specimens are therefore
HT, HNT, VT, VNT. After the 3D printing process, the specimens have been machined to obtain the final geometry for
the experimental tests (Figs. 2a and b). The static mechanical properties (ultimate tensile stress (UTS), yield strength (Y0,2)
and elongation to break (A)) and their dependence from the layer direction and heat treatment are listed in Tab. 1.

Figure 1: Layer orientation.

Figure 2: Specimen before machining (a) and specimen after machining (b) (mm).

Specimen type
HT
HNT
VT
VNT

UTS
MPa
1050
1230
1060
1200

Y0,2
MPa
860
1060
860
1070

A
%
10
14
11
15

Table 1: Typical static mechanical properties for each specimen type.

MICROSTRUCTURE

T

he material microstructure has been analyzed to investigate the microstructural differences depending on the
specimen variety. The surface has been subject to chemical attack with an etching solution of HF, HNO2 and
distilled water. The observed specimen surface is depicted in Fig. 3.
Each specimen presents a martensitic acicular microstructure (Figs. 4a and b). The heat treatment performed to release
the residual stresses is not such as to induce phase transformation, grain coarsening, etc. The elongated prior β-grains are
visible in the form of dark and light areas, which depend on the crystal orientation. The direction of the prior β-grains
depends on the layer orientation and the average length of the grain was measured 200 μm. The axis of the elongated
prior β-grains is perpendicular to the layer. The heat flow direction is perpendicular to the layer and by consequence the
grain growth direction results to be perpendicular to the layer [18]. Voids with the average size of 30 μm have been
detected in each specimen. The voids were spherical, isolated and mostly on the inner surface. The void density and
dimension were independent of heat treatment and layer orientation.
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Figure 3: Observation surface

Figure 4: Microstructure of horizontal (a) and vertical (b) specimens

STRESS-STRAIN CYCLIC CURVES

T

he stress-strain cyclic curves of the material have been obtained by performing a step-up test for both
proportional and non-proportional strain paths. The proportional strain is represented by a push-pull (PP) test,
while the non-proportional loading is represented by a circle loading path (CI) (Fig. 5).


Circle
(CI)

3
Push-pull
(PP)



Figure 5: Applied strain paths.
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The stress-strain cyclic curves of the material have been obtained through an incremental step test. The incremental step
test consists in increasing the equivalent strain range Δεeq by 0.1% every 10 cycles. Each type of specimen has been tested
with both proportional and non-proportional strain path, and the results are represented in Figs. 6a and b.

Figure 6: PP strain path cyclic curves (a) and CI strain path cyclic curves (b) for each specimen type.

Layer orientation and heat treatment appear not to have influence on the cyclic behavior of the material. In case of pushpull the not heat-treated material has lower stress response for the same applied strain. Compared to proportional loading,
non-proportional loading is characterized by an earlier transition between elastic and plastic behavior. Curves for CI are
more similar than curves for PP. No additional hardening has been detected in non-proportional cyclic curves analogous
to with the wrought titanium [19].

FATIGUE TESTS
Experimental procedure

T

he specimens have been tested with a servo-hydraulic machine which can apply simultaneously push-pull and
reverse torsion strain paths. The strain for the strain-controlled tests are measured by means of an extensometer
connected to the specimen. Push-pull and circle strain paths have been applied to each specimen with an
equivalent strain range Δεeq = 1.8% in order to provoke plastic deformation. The number of cycles to failure Nf is defined
as the number of cycles where the stress amplitude becomes 3/4 of the maximum stress amplitude recorded in the test.

Fatigue tests results
The number of cycles of failure for each specimen and cycle is listed in Tab. 2.

Specimen type

Nf PP

Nf CI

HT

1426

300

HNT

1623

412

VT

1268

374

VNT

1795

464

Table 2: Number of cycles to failure for PP and CI.
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The number of cycles to failure in the case of CI strain paths is approximately the 25% of the number of cycles to failure
in the case of PP. The not heat-treated specimens exhibited a longer fatigue life than the heat-treated specimens. The layer
orientation seems having a minor influence on failure life compared to the heat-treatment case, similar to the trends of the
static mechanical properties. VNT specimen has the longest life for both PP and CI, followed by HNT. The Nf of HT is
the lowest for CI, and Nf of VT is the lowest for PP.

Hardening and softening curves
The hardening and softening curves have been investigated (Figs. 7 a and b). For the sake of brevity, only the curves of
horizontal specimens are reported.

Figure 7: Hardening and softening curves for HT and HNT type specimens for PP (a) and CI (b) strain paths.

Figure 8: Surface of the specimens after fracture.

From such hardening/softening curves, significant information about the material behavior can be deducted. The heat
treatment influences the stress value for both PP and CI. In case of PP, the heat-treated component experiences a higher
softening decrease (Fig. 7 a). In CI, the softening behavior occurs for the not heat-treated specimen. The initial softening
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behavior observed for the majority of the tests is thought to be caused by an early crack initiation on internal voids. Such
cracks provoke a decrease of the stress until the magnitude of stress is sufficient for the crack to further propagate. After
the first softening phase, the softening process continues up to the final crack propagation in the majority of the test. In
case of HNTCI, after the initial softening, the softening and hardening behavior is stabilized up to the final fracture
propagation (Fig. 7 b). A weak hardening phenomenon has been observed in HTCI. Additional hardening has not been
detected for wrought titanium, and represents an anomalous behavior for this material. The cause is not clear.

Crack observation
Cracks were observed on the specimen surface through an optical microscope. The surface cracks are represented in Fig.
8. In the case of CI, the fracture completely propagated, leading to the rupture of the specimen. In Fig. 8 it can be
observed that the heat-treated specimens present a higher microcrack density on the surface. The crack orientation
depends on the applied load, and a direct connection with the layer orientation could not be observed. Cracks initiating
from superficial voids could be also observed in several cases, although the crack did not lead to failure. In some cases,
the main crack path intersects superficial voids. However, given that the crack initiation process was not investigated, it is
impossible to determine whether the crack initiated from such external defects.

DISCUSSION

T

he influences on fatigue behavior of heat treatment, layer orientation and voids are discussed hereafter. The layer
orientation determines the grain orientation of the prior β grains due to the different growth direction of the
grains. Voids shape, voids number and material microstructure are not influenced by the layer orientation. The
number of cycles to failure does not have a close relationship with layer orientation. However, the layer orientation affects
the softening and hardening behavior as well as the stress levels (Fig. 7).
The heat treatment was found to be the most influent factor on the number of cycles to failure for the applied strain
range. Residual stresses provoked by the repeated fusion-solidification processes and high cooling rate have a beneficial
effect in terms of failure life (Tab. 2). The hardening/softening curves reveal that the heat-treated components tested with
non-proportional loading exhibit an additional hardening behavior at the beginning of the tests. This behavior has not
been observed in the plastic cyclic curves, and the cause could not be detected. The additional hardening might also play a
role in the earlier failure of HTCI and VTCI compared to HNTCI and VNTCI. The incremental step method employed
to extrapolate the cyclic stress might also be not suitable to detect such a phenomenon as the time for the hysteresis loop
to stabilize is not sufficient being only 10 cycles for each applied strain range.
Fatigue life results show that heat treatment has a higher influence than voids. However, cracks initiating from internal
voids might be the cause of the sudden softening effect observed in the majority of the specimens. In fact, since the tests
have been conducted under strain-controlled conditions, the stress rapidly decreases due to the early crack formation.
Future research will be focused on observing the crack initiation and the correlation between softening and internal crack
initiation on voids.

CONCLUSIONS

P

roportional and non-proportional low cycle fatigue tests have been conducted on four types of additively
manufactured Ti-6Al-4V specimens. The specimen type is defined by the layer orientation post process stressrelieving heat treatment. The material microstructure has been observed and discussed. Cyclic curves have been
obtained by means of a step-up test. Fatigue tests with a push-pull (PP) and circle strain paths (CI) have been conducted,
and the number of cycles to failure, softening and hardening curves and cracks have been analyzed to investigate the
influence of layer orientation, voids and heat treatment on the low cycle fatigue behavior. The conclusions can be
summarized as follows:
- Heat treatment on additively manufactured Ti-6Al-4V has a detrimental effect on low cycle fatigue life, for both nonproportional and proportional loading.
- Early sudden softening was observed for tests conducted with high strain range, and it is thought to be correlated with
the formation of cracks in internal voids.
- Non-proportional loading provokes an anomalous additional hardening effect on heat-treated specimens and could
represent the cause of the earlier failure compared to not heat-treated specimens.
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- Layer orientation influences the prior β grain orientation and the stress levels during the tests. Failure life for both
proportional and non-proportional loading is not affected by the layer orientation.
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